Serve Business Field and Companies and Get Involved in Events

-----CIT Serving as interpreters and volunteers at China-U.S. Manufacturing Symposium

One of the missions of Confucius Institute at Troy University (CIT) is to serve business filed and companies and get involved in the local community activities and make friends with local people. Since its establishment, Confucius Institute at Troy University has attempted to grasp every opportunity to take part in local community activities. We were and are very successful. This year the staff at CIT seized a great opportunity to get actively involved in US-CHINA Manufacturing Symposium held in Dothan from March 26-28.

U.S — CHINA Manufacturing Symposium was organized by both SoZo group and Dothan government, Alabama. Associate Director Xiaofeng Chen, Guoxin Sun, and Tingting Xiong worked as interpreters for Dothan local businesses Team Linda Simmon, Personnel Resources, and Dothan Warehouse during the symposium. Dr. Zongping Peng, the Chinese teacher at Dothan Campus of Confucius Institute of Troy University, and Jingyang He at Troy Campus worked as volunteers throughout this symposium. All of
them worked very hard and their work were well acclaimed by both their clients and the organizer of the symposium.